
Leadership in emergenq services 

0 
ne of the consistent themes as we 
approach the end of the 20th cen- 
tury is the call for effective leader- 
ship in organisations. Good leaders 

areseen as critical to meetingtheseemingly 
unending processes of change and review 
that are impacting on society. Public and 
private sector organisations struggle to cope 
with rapidly changing conditions: giants of 
the past fall by thewayside while new giants 
emerge (how many of us picked either the 
collapse of the Soviet Union or the rise of 
Microsoft two years before the event, let 
alone a decade prior). The public sector in 
particular seems to have been singled out 
for sustained attention by the economic 
rationalists seekingtoimposemarket driven 
solutions to problems. 

The emergency services have not been 
isolated from these changes. Downsizing, 
contracting out, out-sourcing and perfor- 
mance indicators are terms most emer- 
gency servicespersonnel have encountered 
at one time or another. Demand for service 
rises inexorably while budgets remain the 
same or shrink, or so it often seems. 

These challenges place increasing de- 
mandsonleaders in theemergency services 
to cope with and find answers to these 
issues. The leaders' performance may be 
critical to the continued effective func- 
ti11ningofrheorg3nisati11n and indeed to [he 
h11listicwcll-heingofthcor~3nis3ti11n's.;rafi 
A poor or ineffec&e leadeFcan do tremen- 
dous damage to an organisation and its 
personnel. The result sofineffectiveleadership 
can range from missed opportunities, poor 
operational or administrative decisions, 
reducingbudgets, an alienated workforce or 
ultimately, the death of the organisation 
itself through closure or amalgamation. 

The purpose of this article is to look at 
leadership in the emergency services using 
a new and refreshing paradigm championed 
by Alistair Mant (1997). My aim is to discuss 
the application of his paradigm to the 
emergency services using my experiences 
in Police,Fire and State Emergency Service 
organisations as the foundation for my 
views. To keep the article at a reasonable 
length, I have limited the discussion to 
Mant's approach and do not consider 
competingapproaches or generalleadership 
theories. 

Mant argues that good leadership is the 
key to success and survival, both corporately 
and personally, as organisations move into 
the 2 lSt century He also argues convincingly 
that good leaders abound in most 

organisations, but the systems andbaggage 
within the organisations and societv as a u 

whulcian prevenr [he skillofthesc n ~ e n r  
leaders rra;hingiull potential. I will inirLIIv 
outline's o ant's the& then apply two ke) 
concepts, transactional and transforma- 
tional leadership, to the emergency services 
environment. Some suggestions on how the 
leadership potential that lies within the 
emergency services can be unleashed are 
then presented for consideration. 

Before moving into the main parts of the 
article, I should point out that what follows 
is my interpretation of Mant's thesis-I 
believe I have interpreted it correctly, but 
this may not beso-any errors are fully my 
responsibility! 

Alistair Mant and 
Intelligent Leadership 
Alistair Mant is a management consultant 
who has worked for many years to help 
organisations improve theway they manage 
people and so in turn improve their business 
prospects. An Australian by birth, he learnt 
his trade through the school of practical 
experience, starting as ablue-collar worker 
on the Snowy Mountains Scheme (a major 
Australian engineering project) in the late 
1950s and progressing through large cor- 
porations and academia. He has written a 
number of well regarded books on leader- 
ship, culminating with the publication of 
'Intelligent Leadership' in 1997. 

It is not possible to do fulljustice to Mant's 
thesis in an article of this length, but it is 
possible to present his key points. Mant's 
first point is not directly related to leader- 
ship, but more to how organisations and 
systems work. Using the metaphor of bi- 
cycles and frogs, he argues that organisations 
and the systems within them have charac- 
teristics similar to either one or the other. 
Now before you turn off and say what 
rubbish, please read on for a moment. 
Bicycles are systems or sets of components 
where individual components can be re- 
moved, cleaned, repaired and replaced and 
the bicycle will function as well or better 
than it did previous1y.A part of a bicycle can 
he removed and added to another bicycle 
without great difficulty. Frogs are also 
systems or sets of components but unlike 
bicycles, it is not possible (except with 
advanced surgery) to remove and replace 
parts of the frog without some damage 

occurring.Up toapoint the frogwill tolerate 
damage, but once too much is removed or 
changed, the frog collapses and dies. Mant 
argues that too much modern management 
theory attempts to treat all organisations as 
bicycle-typesystems-bits can be removed 
and replaced here and there to improve 
performance.While thereareorganisations 
or parts thereof that fit this description, 
many organisations are more like frogs - 
damage tolerant to a point, but afterthatthey 
can collapse and become dysfunctional. 
Good leaders are able to see whether an 
organisation is frog or a bicycle and plan 
their strategies accordingly 

Leadership, according to Mant, has two 
complementary aspects, transactional and 
transformationa1,and is always based on one 
key foundation, authority (using the mean- 
ing'knowledge or expertise'e.g.that person 
is an authority on . .  . ). I willoutline each of 
these in turn in the sections below,attempt- 
ingto apply them to theemergencyservices 
environment. 

Before I do that, it is important to briefly 
discuss some of the impediments to good 
leadership identified by Mant. He is highly 
critical ofthe current trend to downsize or 
'rightsize'organisations, irrespective of the 
actual needsofthesituation.In hisview, too 
many middle management positions have 
been done away with in the quest for flatter 
and allegedly moreefficient structures.Two 
problems result. Firstly, in the new flatter 
structures,many subordinate positions may 
be receiving insufficient supervisionby their 
managers. This can result in increased 
errors as mistakes aremade and not detec- 
ted in time (he gives the Barings Bank 
debacle in Singapore as but one example). It 
also removes the opportunity for subordin- 
ates tolearn from and be mentored by their 
superiors, thus limiting their ability to 
develop their skills in a supportive environ- 
ment. Secondly, the excessive pressures on 
the few top managers makes it difficult for 
them to remain in touch with issues at the 
grass roots level as they no longer have the 
time to do this nor the senior subordinates 
able to do it for them. As a result, it can be 
very difficult for junior staff to get their 
messages through to top management and 
top management can become out of touch 
with theoperational realities. 

Mant argues that there are many people 
in organisations withoutstanding potential 
for leadership who are stifled by their 
separation from senior management. These 
junior staff may often have the solution to 
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problems but are unable to push their views 
through to an over-burdened senior man- 
ager. In some organisations, senior 
managers may be highly resistant to change. 
In these cases, the brilliant junior has little 
chance of being heard. Organisations and 
their top managers need to seek out and 
champion the unsungleaders hidden deep 
within the bowels of the organisation and 
ensure their skills aredeveloped and applied 
to the challenges. 

Group-think remains a serious obstacle 
togoodleadership in all too many organisa- 
tions. Mant is critical of organisational 
selection systems that result in the same 
types of people being appointed to senior 
positions.Their technicalexpertisenotwith- 
standing, if all the senior management of 
an organisation have a similar background, 
then the risk of group-think is high and 
major problems may result. Mant presents 
various examples ofthe insidious natureof 
group-think and how it causes catastrophes. 
The Bay of Pigs fiasco is given as the classic 
example where although all of President 
Kennedy's advisers had private rese~ations, 
all supported the proposal to allow Cuban 
dissidents to invade Cuba because each 
thought he alone had concerns-the invas- 
ion failed miserably Senior managers need 
to consciously recruit people with diverse 
skills and experiences to their ranks as this 
helps prevent group-think. 

The final obstacle to good leadership 
identified by Mant is the presenceofhidden 
psychological damage in people that may 
only come to light during periods of high 
stress. This damage may be irrelevant for 
people initially as they ascend the career 
ladder, but as stress levels increase a point 
may be reached when the damage starts to 
affect the person's judgement. Aggression, 
cowardice, bullying or retreating into a 
mental bunker during stressful situations 
are types of problems that can prevent a 
person being a good leader, irrespective of 
how skilled they may otherwise be. This 
problem is increasing as demands on senior 
managers increase, raising stress levels and 
bringingout previously hidden problems. 

Transactional and 
transformational leadership 
Mant divides leadership into two broad 
aspectsor types-transactional and trans- 
formational (using work in ]. McGregor 
Burns' Leadership, published in 1978). 
Transactional leadership is theart ofbuilding 
and maintaining transactions or relation- 
ships between people. The effective transac- 
tional leader has good communication skills 
and is able to persuade people to pull 
together as a team and work towards com- 
mon goals. We encounter transactional 

leadership all the time - at home, at work 
and at social gatherings. Transactional 
leadership often involves a personal rela- 
tionshipbetween the leader and the follower. 
Transactional leadership is not necessarily 
involved with change-a highly effective 
transactional leader may continueon a path 
established long ago for reasons long for- 
gotten (and can be very good at continuing 
along that pathdespiteevidence that it may 
not be a good path any longer).Transactional 
leadership is not necessary linked to formal 
organisational structures-informal lead- 
ers abound, operating alongside formal 
structures. It is not unknown for senior 
managers to be poor transactionalleaders. 

Good transactional leadership is, in my 
experience, fairly common in the emer- 
gency services.They generally have training 
systems toequip leaders with thebasicskills 
needed to communicate effectively,provide 
structured hierarchical systems to support 
them and to attract outgoing and dynamic 
peopleable to interactwell with people from 
all backgrounds.Theday-to-day work brings 
emergency services personnel into contact 
with people needing help in situations where 
good transactional leadership is critical to 
successful resolution. In the emergency 
services environment effective transactional 
leadership is often immediate, personal and 
direct. Mutual trust and respect features 
highly in transactional leadership in the 
emergency services, particularly at the team 
level where these characteristics are highly 
regarded. This trust and respect, however, 
can be absent or considerably reduced 
between thelower ranks and theexecutives 
of many emergency services. How often have 
we heard field operatives complain that the 
'brass'is out of touch? Mant notes that this 
problem exists across industries as capable 
but restrained juniors become frustrated 
with entrenchedsenior managers unableor 
unwilling to see the world as it is (or the 
juniors thinkit is at any rate!). 

Transformational leadership comple- 
ments but isquitedifferent to transactional 
leadership. It is also rather less common.The 
transformationalleader isable to transform 
or change a situation by focusing on the 
outcome that is desired and presenting a 
path or plan to achieve that outcome.Trans- 
formational leadership,unlike transactional 
leadership, can also transcend space and 
time. Without descending into a mystical 
discussion of eastern philosophy, it is 
possible for a transformational leader to 
exercise leadership without ever having a 
transaction (in the two-way sense) with a 
follower. Plato provides an excellent exam- 
ple-although the ancient Greek philo- 
sopher has been dead for over 2000 years, 
his leadership on what constitutes thegood 

society, as expressed through his writings, 
continues to have effect today.Other exam- 
ples of transformational leaders who, al- 
though long dead, continue to provide 
transformational leadership and inspiration 
today include Kant (German philosopher), 
Confucious (Chinese philosopher) and 
Galileo (Italian scientist).lt should benoted 
that it is not necessary to bedead toalso be a 
great transformational leader-the living 
can also do this! The point is that trans- 
formational leadership,unlike transactional, 
can go beyond personal relationships be- 
tween groups of people and is able to exist 
in the absence of any direct relationship 
between people. 

The transformational leader is able to 
stand back from the details and see the 
system or organisation as a whole. To use 
Mant's earlier bicycle-frog metaphor, the 
effective transformational leader can see the 
frog as a whole system, understanding the 
inter-relatedness ofthe parts that make up 
the frog and how it relates to the rest of its 
environment. The effective transforma- 
tional leader is also able to plan where the 
frog should go to improve its situation or 
achieve its goals. Mant places great impor- 
tanceon the role oftransformational leaders 
because they 3rc1helcadersahlctogenerate 
thevisi,1n3ndstratcgi~~ that will pro\iJcthc. 
solutions to the issues challenging organisa- 
tions. 

Transformational leadership is not as 
common in emergency service organisa- 
tions as is transactional leadership. Indeed 
the structure and cultures of emergency 
services almost seem designed to obstruct 
the development oftransformational lead- 
ers. The emergency services are normally 
higbly structured, with formalisedand rinid - .  - 
promotion systems and cultures that em- 
phasise compliance and conformity. In the 
heat ofemergency operations these struc- 
tures and cultures are highly appropriate 
and may be critical to the safe conduct of 
potentially hazardous operations. To meet 
the challenge of a fast changing world, 
however, they may bedysfunctional for the 
long-term viability and health oftheorgan- 
isation. This is because they may act to 
prevent thedevelopment ofeffective trans- 
formational leaders. The cultures and 
hierarchy can combine to impose consid- 
erable inertia against change and can isolate 
senior managers from knowledgable jun- 
iors. 

Transformational and transactional lead- 
ership are not mutually exclusive.Although 
a transformational leader can be effective 
without a meaningful relationship with his 
or her followers, for most of us it is more 
pressing to transform the immediatesitua- 
tion that our organisation finds itself in 



rather than beingconcernedwith ourability 
to transform theworld in a thousand years. 
To be truly effective as a leader for most 
peoplemeans being able to transact in and 
transform the workplace. Thus we, and our 
leaders, need to be able to use both modes 
of leadership-transactional and trans- 
formational. 

Authority and leadership 
In Mant's model of leadership,authority is 
the key foundation toany styleof leadership 
and its absence is a recipe for disaster. 

Authority is used to mean havinga com- 
plete and comprehensive understanding of 
the field or subject matter concerned. It is 
the expert knowledge that enables the leader 
to make sound and ethical judgements or 
decisions that direct where the organisation, 
section or subordinate goes. Mant argues 
that faulty leadership is often if not always 
caused by poor judgement that in turn 
comes from having insufficient under- 
standing or knowledge of the situation. 
Peoplecan beoutstanding in their ability to 
provide leadership and gain commitment to 
goals that in theend provedisastrous to the 
organisation or individuals concerned. He 
believesthat thisoccurs whenaleaderstrong 
in transactional and transformational skills 
does not understand thesituation and bases 
decisions on false premises. The poor 
understanding can result from inadequate 
intellectual skills or from isolation from the 
truesituation o ra  combination ofboth. 

Hitler provides a classic example of how 
an effective leader who lacks authority and 
hence judgement can cause enormous 
damage.Without question,Hitler was avery 
good transactional and transformational 
leader. He, almost singled handedly, con- 
vinced an entire nation to follow him and 
transformedasocietyfrom one miredin the 
depths of depression into a military, tech- 
nological and industrial giant that took on 
the whole world and nearly won. Hitler, 
however, lacked authority and judgement. 
His moral reasoning was highly faulty, 
creating Nazi policestate that was anything 
but a 'good' society. This reasoning also 
lacked pragmatic sense. By casting the Jews 
as scapegoats to be persecuted, he elim- 
inated a valuable source ofskills and other 
resources from Germany's inventory,direct- 
ly weakening it. The loss ofexpertise when 
key minds fled was particularly critical - it 
must be remembered that many of the 
scientistsessential to thedevelopment ofthe 
atomic bomb were refugees from Germany 
The consequences of Nazi Germany devel- 
oping an atomic weapon matched with an 
unstoppabledelivery system (theV2 rocket) 
are horrific tocontemplate. The persecution 
of the Jews also required the allocation of 

considerable resources that could have 
otherwise been directed to the German war 
effort. His judgement was also faulty on a 
number of key occasions - the invasion of 
Russia and his overriding the professional 
opinion of his Generals on the conduct of 
the invasion almost ensured the eventual 
defeat of Germany. 

How do leaders come to possess authority? 
Mant argues that there are several factors 
that determine whether a leader has auth- 
ority Firstly,authority is based on havinga 
thorough knowledgeand understanding of 
the subject area. This knowledge can be 
obtained through formal training, but must 
also include a sizeable chunk of practical 
experience gained through working in the 
field and learning the ropes and pitfalls the 
hard way.Authority also comes from having 
a broad outlookon life coupled withgeneral 
curiosity about things in the world.Curiosity 
and the broad outlook provide the leader 
with knowledge of and awareness about 
things outside his or her professional sphere. 
This assists them visualise the complete 
picture and develop paradigms about where 
the organisation fits in the bigger system. 
Someone with a broad outlook and wide 
ranging knowledge, according to Mant will 
be better equipped to deal with complex 
problems than someone with only a narrow 
technical knowledge. A broad outlook also 
means the person is morelikely to beaware 
of trends or events likely to impact on the 
organisation than someone more inwardly 
focused. 

How does this concept of authority fit in 
the emergency services? If Mant is right, 
then the emergency services may have a 
problem. There is no question that the vast 
majority of emergency service personnel 
(and their managers) have a thorough 
knowledge of their immediate work. The 
emergency services, like the military, are 
usually very good at providing theskills and 
knowledge needed to do a good job. In fact 
the consequences of not providing the skills 
and knowledge are so serious (deaths and 
injury may result) that any deficienciesare 
quickly revealed and rapidly rectified. The 
emergency services also are good at pro- 
vidingsupportive team environments where 
the new recruit is provided with plenty of 
advice and guidance. 

Countering this, however, are a number 
of factors that tend to act against the 
development ofleaders with broadoutlooks 
and wide experiences outside ofthe specific 
professional fields. Theemergency services 
often exclusively promote from within in a 
strict hierarchical system. Lateral entry to 
supervisory positions hasbeenananathema 
for many years, although it must be noted 
that this has started to change, although 

when it  does occur it normally involves 
recruitment of a person from a basically 
identicalorganisation, ratherthan someone 
with a totally different background. Emer- 
gency services also generally have a strong 
culture of compliance with organisational 
norms. When this is coupled with pro- 
motion from within, the result can be 
restriction on the range of outlooks and 
views possessedby managers. It can also lead 
to group-think as all managers may come 
from the same background and have much 
thesameexperience base. 

The role ofcivilian positions in theemer- 
gency services also needs close attention.All 
too often they are second-class citizens 
restricted to narrow tasks outside core 
functions. The problem with this as an 
outlookis that it automatically assumes that 
they have nothing of value to offer outside 
of their particular task. This wastes an 
important source of wider experience and 
tends to limit the recruitment offirst class 
staff to civilian positions. This particular 
problem can he very hard to address, as it 
may beadeep seated aspect oforganisational 
culture highly resistant to change. 

Improving leadership 
If,as it seems, the emergency services have 
someinherent structural leadershipprob- 
lems,what ifanything can be done about it? 

There is much to be applauded in the 
emergency services.The organisations have 
developed to meet specificand challenging 
demaids and succ~ssfully discharge & e i  
responsibilities daily in the most difficult 
situations. Clearly much must be working 
for this to occur.They are also very good at 
developingleaderstoanextent;this too must 
be retained. I t  is vitally important not to 
throw the baby out with the bath water. 

However, there are significant areas where 
improvement in theleadership capability of 
emergency services will enhance the work- 
ing life ofthe people in those services and 
improve the ability of the services to meet 
thechallenges ofa fast changingworld. This 
in turn will enable them to improve their 
service delivery to the community thus 
benefitingeveryone. 

Mant has suggestions for improving 
leadership that are highly applicable to the 
emergency services. I am unable to address 
all his suggestions fully due tospacelimita- 
tions, but I have teased out those I found 
most appropriate. 

A key requirement forgoodleadership is 
ensuringthat thehierarchyof the organis- 
ation isappropriate forits tasks an; that 
sufficient supervisory levels exist. Fur- 
ther,it is critical that supervisors are held 
accountable for the workofsubordinates 
and that they have the skills and know- 
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ledge (authority) to supervise, advise 
and assist the subordinates. Removal of 
too many management layers is a sure 
way to create errors and omissions. 
Each person in an organisation must have 
a meaningful role where they are able 
make a measurable impact on some 
aspect of work. In other works, everyone 
must have some ownership of some part 
of the purpose of the organisation. 
Fortunately this is normally not a major 
problem in most emergency services. 
The senior management must conscious- 
ly seek out those outstanding junior 
leaders that can be found in any organisa- 
tion and provide the conditions that allow 
them to develop to their full potential. 
Equally,they must provide the conditions 
that permit the competent employee who 
is not in the above category to also grow 
and matureand reach their full potential. 
Both are important as both can contrib- 
ute great things. Developing these people 
includes providingopportunities to them 
to grow their skills in depth andbreadth. 
The emergency services are generally 
good at the depth aspect, but often omit 
developingbreadth ofskills and outlooks. 
This latter aspect can be achieved 
through encouraging secondments to 

other organisations, supporting tertiary 
education and providing a culture that 
accepts innovation and initiative. It also 
requires senior managers to become 
more risk tolerant to an  extent- 
subordinates must be trusted to try new 
ideas with management standing by to 
advise and assist as needed. 

Conclusion 
Effective leadership is vital to thelong-term 
success of any organisation. Change in 
modern society impacts on all organ- 
isations and demands leaders ahle to 
develop coping strategies, and motivate 
people to embrace and support those 
strategies. 

The emergency services as much as any 
other organisation needs leaders able to 
exercise transactional and transformational 
leadership at all levels. These leaders must 
be knowledgeable in their field, but must 
also have a breadth of outlook that enables 
them to see the whole picture. 

Although the emergency services are 
good at developing good transactional 
leaders skilled in their specific craft, their 
structure and culture tends to limit the 
development of transformational leaders 
with broad outlooks and breadth ofexperi- 

ence. The absence of this aspect of leader- 
ship can limit the ability of emergency 
serviceorganisations to cope with a rapidly 
changing environment. 

Overcoming these problems requires 
commitment by senior management to the 
provision of conditions favourable for the 
development of transformational leaders - 
this may require changing the organisa- 
tion's culture to make it more conducive for 
these leaders to prosper. It is also important 
that conditions permit all staff to grow to 
their full potentia1,even where they may not 
be potential chief executives. 

If emergency service organisations are 
ahle to provide theseconditions and gener- 
ate effective transactional and transforma- 
tional leaders with the knowledge to make 
good judgements then theorganisation will 
be better equipped to meet a changing 
world and provide good service and good 
working environments. 
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